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city manager john v. hine has been preparing the 2019 budget for almost a year. he has requested a
package of budget and capital improvement increases that will provide a tax increase of no more
than 1%. we encourage the community to review the proposed budget with the city and ask
questions of the budget and finance committee. we will work together to adopt a responsible budget
that sets a good fiscal course for the city, enhances our city services and continues the city’s
ongoing fiscally responsible, prudent budgeting. want to learn how to play the clarinet? well, here
you go! starting today, you can make your first payment free! at that point, you will be prompted to
select a number of packages that can help you on your way to learning the clarinet. your first
package will contain lyrascan, a high quality app that guides you through the entire learning process.
the app will recommend the exact tracks and exercises to learn your instrument. the clarset?s
system is unrivaled in the industry and currently holds over 6 million users worldwide.. klayton and
other artists have listened to your notes, and now theyve built a tool to help you along your way. itll
suggest exact pieces of music that are perfect for improving your skills. use the app to learn from
any artist or band you love on any instrument. facebook is working on a way to let people search for
anyone else. this sounds like a good thing. people search for stuff on facebook all the time. what
makes this different is that you can search friends for pics or videos that they share, or you can
search for any public post.. facebook wants to make it easier to find friends on the platform. and on
thursday, ceo mark zuckerberg announced a new search tool to help people do just that. facebook
search will be available on the web, ios, and android apps.
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amongst those who have been eager to seek out the local and regional public health data is
superintendent of albany county health services dr. mary l. bassett. she and the county ceo, dr.

howard zucker, convened a top-down review of the data, recent development on the coronavirus and
how to best protect the community. the process culminated in a public health board meeting to

reach consensus on strategies to establish a covid response. today, the board convened an all-hands
meeting to establish a covid preparedness strategy that will be implemented in the coming weeks.

we would like to take this time to thank members of the public for their patience and continued
partnership with the county, our partners in albany county emergency management, and our public
health partners at both the guilderland and altamont libraries. we will continue to work closely with

our community, our partners in albany county emergency management, the centers for disease
control, the albany county health department, and our state and local public health professionals.

our commitment is to keep the public informed and supported during this time. we encourage
anyone who is concerned about a family members health to call the county health hotline at

518-831-6611, to reach the albany county health department, to contact your primary care provider,
or to visit our website at https://www.albanycounty.gov/emergency/covid-19 to stay connected to

information and resources for county residents and the albany county health department. during this
time of increased public scrutiny and privacy concerns, we encourage everyone to exercise patience

and kindness towards each other. we look forward to continuing the public health response to
covid-19 together. 5ec8ef588b
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